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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

LThis document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to the pneumatic tire which protected the rim flange from

the curbstone etc. in more detail about a pneumatic tire.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Since the pneumatic tire with small oblateness had the low height from a

ground surface to a rim flange, when parking a car and the tire contacted the curbstone, the rim flange

might contact the curbstone and might damage the rim flange.

[0003] Therefore, the measures which prepare the rim protection bar which made rubber project in the

sidewall section were taken by the pneumatic tire with small oblateness. That is, he contacts a rim

protection bar to a curbstone, and was trying for a rim flange not to contact a curbstone.

[0004] However, since a rim protection bar was rubber, when a curbstone was contacted by big impulse

force, there was a problem that a rim flange was contacted and damaged in a curbstone only with a rim

protection bar, without the ability absorbing impulse force.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] The object of this invention is to offer the pneumatic tire

which can protect a rim flange from a curbstone etc., even when a curbstone is contacted by big impulse

force.

[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] The pneumatic tire of this invention which attains the above-

mentioned object is characterized by laying underground so that a reinforcement layer may be extended

in the thickness direction of said rim protection bar to this rim protection bar in the pneumatic tire which
has a rim protection bar.

[0007] Thus, since the reinforcement layer was laid under the rim protection bar so that it might extend

in the thickness direction of a rim protection bar, the compression rigidity of the thickness direction of a

rim protection bar increases. Therefore, even when a tire contacts to a curbstone etc. strongly, a rim

flange can be protected without a rim protection bar deforming, and breakage can be prevented.

[0008]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, it explains to a detail, referring to an attached drawing about

the configuration of this invention.

[0009] Drawing 1 -4 are the direction sectional view of the meridian expanding and showing the part of

the rim protection bar of the pneumatic tire of this invention, respectively.

[0010] In drawing 1 -4, 1 is [ a toe ofbead and Rf of the sidewall section and 2 ] rim flanges. As the

carcass layer 3 is constructed across a toe ofbead 2 via the non-illustrated tread section between another

non-illustrated toes of bead 2 and a bead filler 5 is put between the surroundings of the bead core 4 with

which the edge of the carcass layer 3 was laid under the toe ofbead 2, it is turned up outside from the

tire inside.

[001 1] The rim protection bar 6 which projects in trapezoidal shape in the front face of the sidewall

http.7/www4.ipdl.ncipi.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 3/13/07
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section 1 has extended in the tire hoop direction. It is laid under the interior of this rim protection bar 6

so that the reinforcement layer 7 may extend in the thickness direction of the rim protection bar 6.

[0012] In each tire of drawing 1 -4, the reinforcement layer 7 is laid underground in a mode [ as

follows ] different, respectively.

[0013] First, with the tire of drawing 1 , the reinforcement layer 7 has been arranged along all the front

faces of the rim protection bar 6, among these the layer by the side of a top face and an underside (tread

side) (rim flange side) has extended in the thickness direction of the rim protection bar 6. By bottom of

besides two-layer, the compression rigidity of the thickness direction of the rim protection bar 6

improves, and a high resistance force is shown in the rim protection bar 6 to the external force which

goes inside from a tire cross direction outside. Therefore, even when a tire wheel assembly contacts to

the curbstone of the height in which the rim flange Rf and contact are possible etc. strongly, the rim

protection bar 6 can protect so that a curbstone may not be contacted to the rim flange Rf.

[0014] With the tire of drawing 2 , the reinforcement layer 7 is laid underground so that the front face by
the side of the rim flange (below) of the rim protection bar 6 may be met.

[0015] Thus, since the reinforcement layer 7 has extended in the thickness direction of the rim

protection bar 6 along the front face by the side of the rim flange of the rim protection bar 6, the

compression rigidity of the rim protection bar 6 is improved, and the same operation effectiveness as the

case of drawing 1 is done so.

[0016] With the tire of drawing 3 , the reinforcement layer 7 has extended in the thickness direction of

the rim protection bar 6 along the front face of the direction outside of the diameter of a tire of the rim

protection bar 6. Therefore, like drawing 1 and the case of 2, the compression rigidity of the thickness

direction of the rim protection bar 6 improves, and the same operation effectiveness is done so.

[0017] With the tire of drawing 4 , the reinforcement layer 7 is arranged so that the center of the cross

direction of the rim protection bar 6 may be extended in the thickness direction.

[0018] Therefore, like the tire of drawing 1 -3, the compression rigidity of the thickness direction of the

rim protection bar 6 improves, and the same operation effectiveness is done so.

[0019] In this invention, a reinforcement layer consists of inorganic fiber codes, such as organic fiber

codes, such as a steel code, aramid, and nylon, a carbon fiber, and a glass fiber, etc., and is laid

underground with gestalten, such as ******.

[0020] Moreover, as for the array direction of the reinforcement code when laying the above-mentioned

reinforcement layer underground, it is desirable to make it the range of 20-60 degrees to a tire hoop
direction. The code include angle to the tire hoop direction of the reinforcement code in a reinforcement

layer cannot fully contribute to the improvement in compression rigidity of a rim protection bar at less

than 20 degrees. Moreover, a larger code include angle than 60 degrees makes tire manufacture difficult.

[0021] When the reinforcement layer 7 is laid underground as mentioned above, tire weight will increase

only the part. In the case of the reinforcement layer which especially consists of a steel code, it is

remarkable. As a cure which avoids such an increment in weight, as shown in drawing 5 and drawing 6 ,

it is good to form many striations 8 in the front face of the rim protection bar 6 intermittently along a tire

hoop direction.

[0022] When the above-mentioned striation 8 is formed in the side face by the side of the tread of the

rim protection bar 6, or the side face by the side of a bead, it is good to prepare in a tread side side face

preferably at best especially. In order to acquire remarkable lightweight-ized effectiveness, it is good for

the sum total area of a striation to make the rate of occupying in the area of the rim protection bar side

face in which the striation is prepared 20 - 40%. Moreover, it is good to set a flute width to 2-5mm, and

to set a channel depth to 5mm or less at the maximum.

[0023] Moreover, a striation 8 is good to prepare aslant to a tire hoop direction. Thus, by making it

slanting arrangement, the reduction of rigidity of the rim protection bar 6 required for rim protection

nature can be lessened, and lowering of hoop direction rigidity required for driving stability can be

lessened. In order to make remarkable the maintenance effectiveness of such rim protection nature or

driving stability, it is good to make into the range of 20 degrees - 60 degrees the average tilt angle which

http://www4.ipdl.ncipi.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 3/13/07
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a striation makes to a tire hoop direction.

[0024] Although oblateness is applied to a small tire, the pneumatic tire of this invention is [ 60% or less

of especially oblateness ] effective when [ still more desirable ] used suitable for 55% or less of tire.

[0025]

[Example] examples 1-3 and the conventional example tire size were carried out in common by

215/45ZR17 (SH=94), arrangement of a reinforcement layer was carried out like drawing 1 , and the

reinforcing materials who use it for a reinforcement layer were changed as shown in a table 1 - the flat

tire (examples 1-3, the conventional example) was overly manufactured.

[0026] The real vehicle was equipped with these four kinds of tires, and the following test methods

estimated rim flange breakage nature.

Test method: Apply the coating with a thickness of about 2mm to the rim flange beforehand, and move
forward at the penetration include angle of 5 degrees to a curbstone by rate 5 km/hr, and a driver stops in

the place which sensed the impact, applying brakes. It picks one over the other in the breakage range of

the coating at that time. O The condition and O without almost breakage express the condition that the

breakage range is small, and x expresses the condition that the breakage range is large.

[0027] This result is shown in a table 1.

[0028]

[A table 1]

§ 1

met

mm X

©

77; K O

i-4a> Cm*)) O

As for the tire (examples 1-3) which consists of a configuration of this invention, whenever [ breakage /

on a rim flange ] is small good, and it turns out that the example 1 which used especially steel for the

reinforcement layer is excellent so that clearly from a table 1.

[0029]

[Effect of the Invention] According to the pneumatic tire of this invention, as mentioned above, since the

reinforcement layer was laid underground in the thickness direction of a rim protection bar, also when it

increases and the compression rigidity of the thickness direction of a rim protection bar is contacted by

impulse force strong against a curbstone etc. to a rim protection bar, deformation of a rim protection bar

can be made small and it can protect from contact to a rim flange and a curbstone to it.

[Translation done.]
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